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Business Library Classification 
A Review by Ruth Alexander, Harvard Graduate School of Business 
Administration 
Classifiers in busitless libraries should find 
a very hclpful tool in Niss Elliott's admirable 
"Business Library Class~ficatiotl" recently is- 
sued by the Indexer's Prcss, Chicago. LVcll- 
planned and easily used, it shows the result 
of a careful analysis of the field of busincss 
and of thc practical and useful grouping of 
books in this subject. Using a ntnnerical 
decimal sj-stem, the author has developed the 
classification from the following main divi- 
sions : ooo, Reference works ; 100, Organiza- 
tion and administration of busincss; 200-300, 
Reserved for spec~al collection, or uscd for 
special finance collection; 400, Finance and 
banking, public financc ; 500, Economics, in- 
dustry ; 600, Public utilities, transportation, 
commerce; 700, Economics, commercial ancl 
political history and conditions; 800, Miscel- 
laneous ; goo, Unassigned. 
An experi~nent recently tried a t  the Har- 
vard Business School Library brought intcr- 
esting and gratifying resulls. Two hundred 
books were chosen at random as test cases for  
the use of Miss Elliott's ~Iassification, one 
hundred from the recent ac~essions nncl one 
hundred from the finance section. 
The group of one hundred iron1 the rcccnt 
accessions, as testing for all the classes ex- 
cept the 200-300 Fina~lce section, seemed small 
and inadequate, but chance ~ x l e d  thal each of 
the remaining hundreds was represented iu 
every case by more than onc book, twcnty- 
nine in the 400s being the largcst numi~er ap- 
pearing in any section, and four  in the Goos 
being the smallest. Out of these one hiinclrcrt 
books, seventy-one wcre quickly and easily 
placed in satisfactory divisions of thc classi- 
ficat~on. Of the remainder, sixteen were 
found to be in classcs which needed iul thcr  
subdivisiolis, and thirteen were cons~clered un- 
satisfactory because of an alphabetical arrange- 
ment of subdivisions; none were laid aside as  
ind~cating a lack in the classification. 
Of the classes needing further subtlivisiol,, 
perhaps the most important were Labor (530)~ 
Foreign trade (680), Insnrance (NO), Rail- 
roads (6301, and Law (074).  Without fur- 
ther subdivisions in these classes the arrangc- 
mcnt of books it1 them in a library the 
size o l  the I-Iarvard Business School Library 
(thirty thousand volumcs) would be extremely 
confusing. There woulcl, however, seem to be 
no reason why satisfactory subdivisions conld 
not be workccl out for  these classes; pcrhaps 
Miss Elliott will co~~ t inue  to add to  our debt 
to her by inserting these in a later edition. 
Miss Elliott rccotnmends an alphabetical 
arrangemc~it of the subdivisions; experiencc at 
this library, where both methods arc still in 
usc, has secmecl to bc against such procedure 
and entirely in favor of a classccl arrangement. 
I11 the prcfacc o l  the book MISS Elliott statcs 
"wherever feasil~lc an alphabetical arriingc- 
ment is advised" but no rcasons supporting 
this decision are given. The arguments 
against this alphabetical arrangement are 
several : 
 st, the exccedingly cumbersome call nurn- 
bers, c. g. Cherington's Wool Industry, 571 
T35w C423 or  571 T359 C423, such call num- 
bers causing ~nistakes whercvcr they are writ- 
ten and typcd, co~~fus ion  in shelving, and 
exasperation in hunting for  the book. 
zd, a still further cause of cotzlusio~~ in 
sliclv~ng by the usc of Cutter numbers for 
both auihor :uld part of the classilicnlion 
11uml)er. 
j c l ,  less clasticily in expansion. 
qth, the inconsistencies caused by varying 
terminology. 
5th, the illogical and pcrplcxitig arrangcmcnt 
or thc subjccts on the shclvcs. 
Nor can onc bclieve, from a study of the 
tables t o  be usccl with the classes 555 and 571 
in Miss Elliott's book that ihe alphabetical ar- 
rangemen1 is of great help to the reader at  
thc slielves. With Tea, Ice Cream, and Bricks 
m d e r  "C," Nuts under 'IF," Wheat under 
"GI" H a y  under "F," Molasses under "S," 
Steel under "I," Gloves under "T," subdivided 
"D," to note a few of the arrangements, it at 
least seems possible that the user would need 
more help than the alphabet. A library 
diwcfiot~ary, at  least 
An alternative arrangement of placing 
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individual books alphabetically by their specific 
subjects is also suggested. By this plan a 
book on wheat m u l d  be placed in the "Ws," 
separated from the books dealing with the 
grain industry in general, which are placed in 
the "Gs;" similarly, milk would be in the 
"Ms," away irom the Dairy industry in the 
"Ds," and wool in tlle "Ws," separated from 
textile industries in the "Ts." This would not 
seem to be a happy solution for a growing and 
frequently-used collection of books. 
In Table C Miss Elliott gives an adaptation 
of the Treasury Department classification of 
industries, but this is to be used in conjunction 
with Tables A and B, thus requiring the use 
of  two and sometimes three Cutter numbers 
as before. A far  better arrangement would 
seem to have becn an adaptation of the Treas- 
ury Department classification, developed deci- 
mally, and inserted in the classes 555-579. If 
this were done, then books in these classes 
would be assigned call numbers similar to 
those in other groups and consisting of only 
two parts, a decimal class mtmber and a Cut- 
ter author number. 
Of the classification of the one hundred 
books taken from the class of finance, eighty- 
four were pronounced satisfactory, twelve 
werc in classes needing subdivisions, and four  
in classes subdivided alphabetically. Of the 
twelve in the classes liceding subdivisions, the 
majority were in Taxation (470)~ some i n  sub- 
jects which secmed to need a country subdi- 
vision, while the rest were minor cases that 
coi~ld easily be remedied. 
While this development of the finance 
classes will doubtless prove useful, one won- 
ders why, io r  even a lhrary spccializing in 
these subjects, the 400s could not as easily 
answer the purpose. The  headings in the zoo- 
300 schernc seem the familiar ones of the 
~ O O S ,  now sprcad over a larger space. The  
most obvious additions are the special classes 
for  banking in the Uniled States (280-ZQ~), 
the classes for tlle Pedcral Reserve System 
(300-317)~ and those for  banking in foreign 
countries (320-347). Otherwise the two sys- 
tems appear to parallel each other rather 
closely, and if these omissions, and other minor 
ones, werc corrected by inserting subdivisions 
in the 4oos, it would seem possible f o r  this 
class to take care of as  many books as  thc 
200-300 development. 
I t  is to be noted that Miss Elliott recom- 
mends an alphabetical arrangement also for  
cities and countries, while again expcrience at  
the Harvard Business School Library seems 
to bring a contrary decision and to indicate a 
preference for  a geographical arrangement of 
these subjects. 
In the February 1923 issue of the SPECIAL 
L~RARIES, a notice concerning Miss Eliott's 
book comments upon the similarity of its no- 
tation to the Dewey and asks if this similarity 
will prevent its use with the latter. On the 
contrary, it would seem to be an argument for 
combining it with the latter, a letter or any 
simple symbol, placed before the numbers 
would prevent confusion with the Dewey 
while the s im~lar~ty of notation would tend to 
insure the corrcct shelving and the quicker un- 
derstanding of the principles of subdivisions. 
It  will be a pleasure to classifiers to see 
that although Miss Elliott has provided so 
generously for books on all manner of sub- 
jects, including Literature, Philosophy and 
Education, prov~sion IS also made for special 
collections. In view of the fact that many 
collections, especially those of pamphlet mate- 
rial, can be sufficiently classified by color, o r  
stylc of binders, or by color bands, or by the 
combination of these factors, and thus would 
not need classification numbers, the provision 
for the special collections would seem to be 
ample. If not, some device like that suggested 
when combining with Dewey could be used,- 
the placing of a letter before certain numbers 
signifying a different scrics of subjects. 
A comparison between AIiss Elliott's classi- 
fication and "The Expansion of the Declmal 
Classification 658" prepared by the Engineer- 
ing Societ~es Library quickly reveals the 
handicaps which make the latter scheme the 
infenor. The lengthy and cumbersome nuni- 
bers are obvious at first glance, and further 
inspection reveals classes needing much fur- 
ther subclivision, e. g. 658.381-658.385. Then it 
would seem impossible to avo~d  scattering 
through the other classes in Dewey many 
books which it would be preferable to have 
near the 658s ; e. g. Taxation in 336, Insurance 
in 308, Commercial geographies in 910, and 
Ethics in the 100s. Again, because such an 
elaborate division of the subjects was not 
foreseen when thcse classes were first planned 
by Mr. Dewey, there is a separation of mate- 
rial within the 6509, e. g. Advertising in 659.1, 
while other branches of marketing are devel- 
oped in 658 8. 
The above paper was sttbt~zitted to hliss 
Elliott, who sent a very fill1 reply to the 
points raised. A s  rhe papnr was  then revised 
it  will not be ticccssary to repritzt Miss Elliott's 
replies to some o f  the points, blbt only those 
which apply to Miss Alexarzdefls paper in its 
final f O~~&-EDITOR.  
February, 1914 S P E C I A L  L I B R A R I E S  
Miss Elliot's Reply 
I wish to express my pleasure at  the very 
thorough and careful revlew of the "Business 
Library Classification!' 
First, I should like to say that the Classi- 
fication was devised mainly for  libraries of a 
single business or industry, which makes i t  
especially gratifying that so large a library as 
the Harvard Business School Library should 
find i t  a workable plan. I have been very much 
interested in the suggestions made for  further 
expansion, as well as in the comments on the 
difficuties met. These will be extremely useful 
in planning for future editions, and I apprc- 
ciate such constructive criticism. 
In regard to the alphabetical subdivisions, 
to which the reviewer objects: The libraries 
that use Cutter author numbers were not  taken 
into consideration, as many libraries in the 
Middle West have discontinued their use for  
non-fiction as well as for fiction. A note 
should have been made to that effect, as  I do 
not recommend using Cutter numbers for sub- 
ject divisions if they are also used for author 
numbers. I am glad this point has been 
raised, as I shall emphasize i t  in future edi- 
tions of the Classification. 
In regard to the confusion in the alpha- 
betical ' arrangement referred to, where "Tea, 
Ice Cream and Bricks arc classified under 
C," etc., I believe the confusion is more ap- 
parent on paper than it w o ~ ~ l d  be in the ar- 
rangement of books or printcd material on 
the shelves. I t  is necessary for  each library 
to determine in advance whether commodities 
and industries shall be grouped by classes or 
be arranged by specific subjects. The  decision 
will be determined by the type of library, the 
variety of subjects, and the way in which ma- 
terial is used 1i.hen the group classification 
is adopted, thcn the notation assigned to each 
group must be known or ascertained through 
the index, just as a class nun~ber for  that group 
would have to be known o r  found. When 
found, thc alphabetical subarrange~nc~lt is more 
easily followed than arbitrary numbers and the 
notation may be kept within smaller limits; 
a t  least that is our experience, but, of course, 
there is room for  difference of opinion on this 
point. I believe that the type of library would 
very largely settle the question. 
The preference expressed for an alpha- 
betical scheme whenever possible, is due to the 
fact that there are many subjects which can- 
not be limited to nine divisions; for  example, 
in the case of cities, countries, industries, com- 
modities e t ~ .  An alphabetical arrangement 
allows for  indefinite expansion with the mini- 
mum i~umber of symbols in thc notation, with 
the advantage that the alphabetic feature is 
an aid to the memory; whereas the numbers 
are entirely arbitrary. However, the open 
numbers provide for  decimal expansion if this 
method is preferred. 
I can quite understand that there would be 
instances not only in the large libraries but in 
some small OIICS, whcre it would be prefer- 
able to arrange cities and countries geograph- 
ically ralher than alphabetically. I n  such 
cases, the outline given in the 700s might be 
used in connection with any ~~u lnbc r  needing 
geographical s~~bdivisions. This suggestion 
was not made in the Classification. Here 
again, we have found that in a single indus- 
try or  business, it is usually inforn~ation about 
a spq.3ic city oi. coutitry that is wanted and 
less often a gencral survey of a geographical 
division. 
I am v c v  glad to have an opportunity to 
answer thc points raised in the review. I be- 
lieve most of the dificuliies noted have arisen 
chiefly f ~ o m  the difference in the sizes of the 
libraries undcr consideration. At the same 
time, there is IIO reason why, as the reviewer 
has suggested, all of these may not be over- 
come with a littlc thought and consideration, 
and I shall be exceedingly glad in future edi- 
tions to bear in mind the needs o f  the larger 
and more comprehensive librnrics as well as 
those of a single industry. 
Paper Preserving Processes 
By Amos Weston, Pi.odwction X a n a p ;  Christian Science Monitor 
That the files of newspapers and mally confronted. AII increasing recogt~ition of this 
magazillcs printed today will have but a corn- condition, fortunately, has been to stimulate a 
paratively short existence, because of the na- search f o r  a method of preserving the price- 
ture of much of the paper a s  now manufac- less records of this most p~ogressive and most 
turedt is a striking fact with which we are interesting generation, 
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While prolonged efforts have been made to 
find new and suitable materials from which to 
make paper, in order to help to save our fast 
disappearing forests, there seems to have been 
but l~ttle effort to find a paper preservative. 
Our Federal Governmerlt has issued a few 
small pamphlets on this feature of the paper 
situation which discuss the preserving prob- 
lem, but nothing that meets the nced has been 
offered. 
Private enterprise has been active in a few 
instances for a number of years, and  now 
there are at  least three methods available for 
treating any kind of paper. In  1914, Mr. H- 
M. Lydenberg, Reference Librarian of the 
N~~ York public Library, began experiment- 
ing with chemical compounds, varnishes, etc., 
but none of these proved satisfactory. Finally 
a w c t l ~ ~ d  was dewlapcd known as the Japan- 
ese tissue process. A sl~cial ly made tissue 
paper, thin, tough and quitc transparent is 
pasted on both sides of the paper to be pre- 
served This excludes the air, holds the paper 
together and adds greatly to the wearing clual- 
ity. Old, brittle, worn and torn leaves arc 
very successfully held together and made 
serviceable for indcfinite use by this process. 
Legibility is of necessity considerably re- 
duced in rcading through the tissue paper, but 
if the page is properly printed the smallest 
type of the daily newspaper is quite legible, 
and cuts retain their essential values. 
The process of applying the tissue is much 
like preparing the matrix paper for  use i n  
stereotyping. Paste is applied to the paper to  
be covered, and the tissue covering is  drawn 
carefully ovcr this by means of a sliding 
fr:ime. The tissue is then piessed down by 
rubbing the hands across it. Alter pasting, 
the paper is hung on racks to dry. I n  drying, 
the pasted paper wrinkles somewhat, and it is 
put into an ordinary book press to remove 
the wrinkles. To give the paper a smooth 
finlsh and also to reduce somewhat thc th~ck-  
ness which the tissue and paste have added, 
it is then run between heated iron rollers, 
similar to the drying rollers on a paper-making 
machine. The paste used is made of rice 
flour, to which is added liquid dcxtrine. 
Books treated by this method are necessarily 
t~ken  apart and the tissue pasted 011 the 
leaves- This increases the thickness of  the 
book so that in rebinding a larger cover is 
required. The cost of covering one page of 
an size newspaper is about four  
cents. Much credit is due the authorities of 
the New York Public Library for their per- 
sistent efforts in developing a practical paper 
preservative. 
A process similar to the Japanese tissue 
paper is one that makes use of a thin, trans- 
parent silk cloth for the covering. This 
method is used mostly to preserve valuable 
legal papers, letters, etc., and is quite expen- 
SIVC. 
Another simpler and less expensive method 
of paper prcserving, which has been devel- 
oped by Mr. John A. Seaverns, a well known 
Boston chcmist, is a process of treating the 
papcr with a chcmical solution. In 1892-1893, 
Mr. Seaverns first used a lacquer to preserve 
ancicnt manuscripts in the Department of 
Egyptology of the American Museum of Nat- 
ural History of New York. This lacquer is 
a solution of cotton in amyl acetate, to which 
has been added a vegetable gum to give 
strength and flexib~lity. I t  will be noted that 
the cotton is similar in its makeup to the sub- 
stance of Japanese tissue paper, therefore it 
,has, doubtless, similar preserving qualities. 
There is nothing in this solution that will re- 
act chemically upon anything used In the 
manufacture of paper. I t  fills the pores and 
leaves a surface film that protects and 
toughens the paper. 
Whcre blue ink is used, as in the illustra- 
ted seclions of some newspapers, this com- 
pound will start the color somewhat in the 
darker cuts, though if care is used in im- 
mersing and removing the paper from the 
liquid the running of the color will not be 
serious. 
The opcration and equipment for applying 
the lacquer arc very simple. A table, a shal- 
low tray somewhat larger than the sheet to 
be treated, some strung wires and clothes- 
pins con~plete the equipment. The preserving 
liquid is poured into the pan and the paper 
to be treated is imnersed in the liquid and 
allowed to remain a few minutes, or until 
no air bubbles appear. The paper is then 
taken from the pan and hung up to dry. I t  
dries in a few minutes, and then may. be 
talcen down for filing or binding. The paper 
does not wrinkle ,through being immersed in 
the liquid, legibility is not impaired and but 
a slight change is made in the appearance 
of the paper. 
The liquid should be used where there is 
no danger from fire, as it is quite imflamma- 
ble, though, according to Boston underwriters 
the paper is less flammable after treatment 
than before. I t  can be bought in any quan- 
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tity, and in ten-gallon lots costs $1.75 per 
gallon. 
A number of severe tests of lacquer treated 
paper have been made with gratifying results. 
Long exposure to the sun, soaking in water 
and favorable tensile strength tests by the 
Mullen tester leave little but the element of 
time to be proved. A newspaper exposed 
to the sun behind glass for a week reduced 
its tensile strength but a trifle, though the 
paper became quite discolored. Paper im- 
mersed in water four days showed but little 
change in appearance, and the tensile strength 
was not greatly reduced. 
It is but reasonabIe to conclude that this 
lacquer process strengthens paper, malces it 
more pliable and will multiply its years of 
endurance. 
We think that the special librarians will en'oy meeting some of their frienda and ac uamtances in the above cut which shorn 
the impression made upon Mr. Collier, a wed known Boston cartoonist, at a meeting o! the Extension Service Committee where 
the correct use of English was under consideration. 
SPECIAL L I B R A R I E S  February, 19a4 
Recent Technical Bibliographies 
Compiled by Raymond N. Brown, Engineering Society Library,  New York 
This list includes the more inlportant bibliographies that have come to our notice 
during 1923. All entries huve been mndc from the originals. 
Aeronautic instruments 
Deiitsche llteratur uber Luftfahit-Instru- 
mente. Itr Zeit fiir Flugtechnik u Mo- 
torluftschigahrt. 1923. v. I4 p. 29-33. 
266 references arranged c~ronologically 
from 1899 through 1922. 
Aeronautics 
P. Brockett. Bibliography of aeronautics, 
1917-1919. Washitlgton. Nat. Advisory 
Corn. for  Aeronautics. 1923. 494p. 
The arrangement is by author and sub- ject in one alphabet. 
~ l c & o l  as mo to r  fuel 
E. 13. Leslie. Motor fuels; their produc- 
tion and technology. New York Chem- ical Catalog Co. 1923. 681p. 
p 604-8 Bibl. on alcohol. 
About 130 relercnces, many in German 
and French. 
Alternating current measurement 
p. A. Borden. Balance methods in alter- 
nating current measurement. In Am. 
Inst. Elect. Engrs. Jl. 1923. v. 42, p. 35- 
4k 41. Bibl. 
50 references. 
Air photography 
Canada Air Board. Selective bibliography 
a n  air photography generally. Ottawa. 
1922. &imeo. 5p. 
34 refercnces with notes. 
Andes-geography 
A. G. Ogilvie. Geography of the central 
Andes. New York. Am. Geog. Soc. of 
N.Y. 1922. 2 op. 
I?. 211-23. dibl 
173 references, about one-half In Spanish, 
arranged by subject. 
Arc generators 
C. I?. Elwell. The  Paulsen a rc  generator. 
London. E. Benn, Ltd. 1923. I p p .  
P. 177-90. Ribl. 
Ahont 1110 references arranged by author. 
Armature conductors 
W. V. Lyon. Hea t  lasses in stranded 
armature conductors. Mass. Inst.  of 
Technology. Contribution f r o m  Elect. 
Engr. Research Division. March, 1923. 
Serial No. 3 
P. 213-14. dibl 
23 selected references. 
Arsenic 
W. Lee Lewis. Recent developments in 
the organic chemistry of arsenic. I n  Ind. and Engr. Chem. 1923. V. 15, 
P. 17-19. 
P. 19. Bibl. 
38 references. 
Automobile tires 
Marcia B. Konstanzer. Automobile tires, 
a list of references in the New York 
Public Library. I n  N.Y. Public Li- 
brary Bull. I 23. v. 27, p. 124-46. 
About 800 rezrences  arranged chronolog- ically from 1893. 
Automobiles 
U. S. Library of Congress. List of bib- 
l ionra~hies on automobiles. Wash. IW2. 
ty@d.-4p, 
bhows he location of 28 blbllographies re- 
laling to  automobiles. 
Bauxite. India 
C. S. Fox. The bauxite and aluminour 
laterite occurrences of India. India. 
Geological Survey, Memoirs. v. 49, Pt.,I. 
Calcutta. Geological Survey of India. 
1??3'22'!78?' &bI, 
Several hundred references arranged by 
author. Many items have abstracts of the 
contents. 
Bisbec, Arizona, mining district 
M. J. Elsing. The  Bisbee mining dis- 
trict: past, present, and future. In 
Engr. and Mining. J1. Press. 1923. 
v. 11 p. 177-84. 
P, lh. Blbl 
36 references: 
Boilers, superheaters and economhera 
National Electric Light Association. Rc- 
port of Prime Movers Corn. New York. 
Is23. 3738% 
240-96. Boilers, superheaters and econ- 
om1zew. 
P. 295-6. Blbl. 
42 references coverlng 1921 and 1922. 
Brass 
E. A. Bolton. The cause of red stains on 
sheet brass. Institute of Metals, ad- 
vance copy of paper. . . a t  meeting, 
Sept. 10-13, 1923. Manchester. The  In- 
stitute. 1923 1 8 p .  
P. 16-18. Blbl. 
32 refercnces. 
Briquetting 
A. L. Stillman. Briquetting. Easton, Pa. 
Chemical Pub. Co. 1923. 446p. 
81-2. 32 references on briquette presses. 
P.105-6 14 references on briguetLing of 
cast Iron borings. 
P. 1%-7. 22 references on b r i~ue t t ing  of 
non-Ferroua metals 
P. 164-6. 34 references on briauettina 
-
binders. 
P. 208-9. 31 references on hri~riett ing 
peat. 
P. 248-9. 44 references on brlauettlng 
-
Ilgnite. 
P. 373-4. 32 references on flue dust 
hrlouottin~. 
P. 409-11 54 references on br~quettlng 
ores. There are seven more lists on other 
~haSe8 of the subject besides hsts of nat- 
- - 
ents. 
Building stones 
C H Richardson. The  building stones 
of Kentucky. Frankfort. Kentucky 
Geoloaical Survey. (Kentuckv Geol. . -  
Suyejl  Seric? 6, 6. xi.) 1923. &pjP. 
P 3 3 50. Bibl. of building stones. 
255 references arranged by author. 
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Cables, Heating of 
Permissible current loading of British 
Standard impregnated paper-insulated 
electric cables. Second report  on thc 
research on the heating of buried cables. 
I n  Inst. of Elect. Engrs. J1. I923  V. 61, 
P~.5157X!: m. About 60 selected references. 
Cables, High voltage, underground 
A. M. Taylor. The  possibilities of trans- 
miss1011 by underground cables a t  
~oo,ooo to  150,ooo volts. In Inst ,  of 
Elect. Engrs. J1. 1923. v. 61, p. 220-38. 
P. 238. BlbL 
19 sclectod references. 
Calif ornia--minerals 
A. S. Eakle. Minerals of California. 
Sacramento, Calif State Printing Of- 
fice. [Calif. State Minina Bureau. Bull 
91.1 $q..328p. 
-
P 3 6  1 Bbl. 
About 380 references arranged hy  author 
Canadian Pacific Railway 
H. A. Innis. A history of the  Canadian 
Pacific Railwav. Toronto. McClclland 
& Stcwart. I >3. 3 6 ~ ~ .  
I?. 325-37. B?bl About 2GO c lashed references. 
Casein 
U. S. Library of Congress. List of ref- 
erences on caseln. Washington. 1923. 
ty cd. 7p. 
GJ; references. 
Carbon. Activated 
N. I<. Chaney and others. The  properties 
of act~vated carbon which determine its 
industrial applications. I n  Ind. and 
Engng. Chem 1923. v. 15, p. 1244-55. 
P. 1564-5. Bibl. 
33 reiet~ences. 
Caucasus region, Geology 
H a ~ ~ d b u c h  der Regionaleti Geologie 
herausgegeben von G. Steinman. . . 
Heidelberg. Carl Winters. 1923. v. 5, 
pt. 5. Kaukasus by A. F. v. Stahl. 80p. 
P. 73-9. Bibl. 
About 250 references mostl-y in German 
and French. 
Celtium 
G. Urbain. Should the element of the 
a t o m ~ c  number 72 bc called celtium or 
hafnium? In Chem. and Ind, 1923. v 42, 
pb??$&, Blbl. 
1 G  references. 
Cement in sea water 
W. G. Atwood and A. A. Johnson. The  
disintrepatlon of cement in sea water. 
In  Am. Soc. Civil Engrs. Proceed. 1923. 
- - 1038-6 
v~49io!i-s4. Bit1 About 110 selected references. 
Cement. Manufacture 
R. E. Kirk. The manufacture of Port-  
land cement from marl. Minneapolis. 
1923. (Univ. of Minnesota. Engineering 
Experiment Station dull. 2.) 52p. 
P. 48-52. BihL 
About 90 references. 
Ceramics 
Reference list of ceramic books. In Am. 
Ceramic Soc. J1. I 23. v 6 322-48.---~ 
*bout 440 titles of Books iodn8 In severa1 
of the beat ceramlc llbrarles. Arranged by 
classes. 
Chemical literature 
A. R. Cade. Searching chemical literature. 
Annotated list of references on sollrces 
of information available t o  the seeker 
of data. I n  Chem. and Met. Engng. 
1923. v. 29, P. 799. 
Chemicals. Manufacture 
Albert Clarkc. The manufacture of 
chemicals by electrolysis. I n  Beama. 
1923. v. 5ab?. 165-72, 348-55. 
P. 356. 63 references. 
Chemistry. Bibliographies 
J. A. Sohon and, W. L. Schaaf. A ref- 
erence list of b~bliographies: chemistry, 
chemical technology and chemical en- 
gineering published since 1900. New 
York. 13. W. Wilson Co. 1924. I I O ~ .  
Lists about 2200 blbllographles. Arranged 
by aubject. 
Chemistry, Organic 
R. Stclzncr, cd. Literatur-register der 
organischen Chemie geordnet nach 
M. M. Richters Formelsystem. Rer-  
ausgegeben von der  Deutscllen Chem- 
ischen Gesellschaft. Vierter Band um- 
fassend die Literatur-Jahre 1916, 1917 
und 1918. Leipzig Verlag Chemie. 1923. 
- - - . - 
I 81p.- - 
%as a subleot Index. ~  
City planning 
Theodore Kimball. Manual of informa- 
tion on city planning and zoning includ- 
ing references on regional, rural, and 
national pIanning. Cambridge. Harvard 
Univ. Press .  I 23 188p. 
P. 61-176. Bib? . Hllndrcds of ~~eferences, classifled, wltli 
subjcct index. 
Coal. L o w  temperature carbonisation of 
bituminous 
A, McMulloch and N. Sim lc~n. Low 
temperature carbonisation oPb~turninous 
coal. Lonclon. H. J?. & G. Withcrbv. 
I 23. 248 % 227-3!' Bibl. 
hbout 130 reIelbelices, mostly recent. 
Coal. Pulverized 
National Electric Light  Association. Re- 
por t  of Prime Movcrs Corn. New York. 
1%23iO%f' Pulverlxed coal. 
P. 237-9. Rlbl. 
55 references with descrlntfve notes. 
Coal. Wha t com Co., washington  
0. P. Jenkins. Gcolo~ica l  investigation of 
t he  coal fields of. western Whatcom 
County, Washington. Olympia. (Wash- 
ington, Division of Geotoay, Bull. 28.) 
24 references.-~ 
Coal Industry 
E. H. McClelland. Literature for the coal 
industry f o r  1922. 111 Coal Industry. 
1923. V. 6, p. 9-12, About 110 selected references wlth de- 
scriptive notea. 
Colorado. Geology, Denver Basin 
J. Harlan Johnson. Bibliography of the 
geology of the  Denver Basin of Colo- 
rado. Golden, Colorado. Colorado 
School of Mines; Circular of Informa- 
tion. 1923(?) 
173 references wlth Index. 
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Colorado River 
Bertha L. Walsworth.  T h e  Colorado 
River and its tributaries. Riverside, 
Calif. T h e  Public Library. 1922. mimeo. 
'3 "^8dut 675 references, classifled by sub- ject, with notes describing contents. 
Combustion 
Pieire Appell. Les  6conomies de com- 
bustibles. Conduite rationnelle des 
fovers. Paris. Gauthier-Villars & Cie. 
1%?3.3d%?* m l .  
About 80 references, chiefly to important 
books in forelgn languages. 
Corrosion 
Nathan Van Patten. Bibliography of ,the 
corrosion of metals and its preventlon. 
Marblehead, Mass. Nathan Van Patten. 
1923. 176p. 
20 '6  references. The arrangement is by 
author with ct subject mdex at the end. 
C stal structure data %. W. G. Wyckoff. A survey of existing 
crystal structure data. I w  Franklin Inst.  
1923. V. 195, P. 531-52. 
' k  649-52. Bibl. 
161 references. 
Delaware and  Hudson  Company 
List of references on  the Delaware and 
Hudson Company. Washington. Bu- 
reau of Railway Economics Library. 
rg23. mimeo. 45p. 
Over 400 references arranged chronologic- 
ally Tells in what libraries each item may 
be found. 
Diesel engines 
A. Orton. The  Diesel engine. London. 
Pltman. 192 . 11rp. 
P. 103-7. d b l  
About 85 ref&ences conflned ent~rely to 
Br~tish publications. 
Dusts  in air. Explosive 
L. J. .Trostel and H. W. Frevert. Col- 
l e c t~on  and examination of explosiva 
dusts in alr. In  Ind ,  and Engng. Chem. 
- - 
1 23. V. g/,,f. 232-6. %'. 236, 
12 selected references. 
Electric drive 
Electricit in pulp and  paper mills. In 
Pa er  Trade  Jl. 1923. v. 76 p 50- 
~ R i s  is a rdadhg 11st oi about 112' ref- 
erences arranged by authors. 
Electric lamp, three electrode 
C. Gutton. L a  lampe B trois Clectrodes. 
Paris. A. Blanchard. 1923. 181p. 
P. 173-8. BibL 
About 115 references claasffied. 
Electric waves 
M. Mercier. Determination de la vitesse 
de propagation des ondes Clectromag- 
nktiques le  long des fils conducteurs. 
I n  Annales de Physique, 1923, v. 20, 
P. 5-65: 
P. 6 4 .  Bibl 
About 60 refeiences mostly in French or German. 
Electricity on the  f a r m c a  bibliography 
Itr Electrical World. 1923, v. 82, p. 333-j. 
About 280 references. 
Engineering. Early 
E.  Wyndham Hulme. Introduction to  the  
literature of historical engineering- t o  
the vear 1640. In Newcornen Soc. 
 rani. 1921. v: I, p. 7-15. 
P. 12-15. BibL 
  bout 100 references classifled. 
Engineering economics 
J. C. L. Fish. Engineering economics. 
New York. McGraw-Hill Book Co. 1923. 
3b:piG9-77, Bibl. 
A b o ~ ~ t  160  references, mostly books, ar- 
ranged by subject. 
Engineering. History 
Analytical bibliography of the history of 
eng~necring and applied science. (1900- 
1920). I I I  Sewcornen SOC. Trans. 1921- 
22 V. 2, . 141-55. 
About 8 0  ~eferenccs to rnaterinl on !lie 
history of englneerlng published in the 
period 1900-1920. 
Engineering materials 
M. L. Hamlin and F. M. Turner, Jr.  The 
chemical resistance of engineering ma- 
terials. Kew York. Chemical Catalog -
Co. 1923. 267p. 
Bil,liogrnphics at the end of each chapter. 
Evaporators 
W. L Badger. Vapor recompression sys- 
tem for evauorators. I n  Chem and 
Met Engng. i933. v. 28, p. 26-31, 73-8. 
P 77-8. Bihl. 
47 references and about 100 pntents nre 
listecl. The bihliography is supposed to be 
complete. 
Explosions. Oxygen-oil explosions 
M. D. Hersey. Oxygen-011 explosions. 
US. Bureau of Mines, Reports of In- 
vestigat!ons, KO. 2507. Washington. 
I 23. mlmeo, gp. !b '7-9. Blbl, 
4 2  referenccs. 
Feed water. Treatment 
National Electric Light Association. Re- 
wort of Prime hfovers Corn. New York. 
'y3i731%? Treatment of feed water. 
P. 197. Bibl. 
19 recent references. 
Fertilizer. Basic slags and rock phosphates 
88 
B. J. Russell. Basic slags and rock phos- 
phates. Cambridge Univ. Press. 1922. 
r zop. 
P. 108-9. Blbl. 
32 references. 
Floor tests. Hollow tile and reinforced con- 
crete floor 
L. J. Larson and S: N. Petrenko. Load- 
ing test of a hollow tile and reinforced 
concrete floor of Arlin ton Building, 
Washington, D.C. u.! Bureau of 
Standards, Technologic Paper 236. 1923. 
Forests. New York 
A. B. Recknagel. The  forests of New 
York State. New York. Macmillan. 
1923. 167p. 
P. 155-61. Blbl. 
About 100 references. 
SPECIAL L I B R A R I E S  
Freight handling. Container 8Y0ttm 
U. S. Library of Congress. List o f  ref; 
erences on the container system ot 
freight handling. Wash. 1923. typed. 
ZP. 
21 references of recent date. 
Fuel 
National Electrical Light Association, 
Report of Prime Movers Corn. New 
York. 1923. 373p. 
P 316-17 BiB1, on im ortant fuel process- 
ing' methois during 198. 
74 references. 
Gaseous mixtures 
A. P. Kratz and C. Z. Rosecrans. A study 
of explosions of gaseous mixtures. Ur- 
bana. Ill. Univ. of Ill.. Engineeri~ig Ex- 
pe i i ient  Station Bull: 133; 1922. 1 0 4 ~ .  
P. 77-96. Bibl. 
217 references arranged chronologlcall~. 
Geological literature 
Geological Society, London. Geological 
hterature added to the Geological SO- 
ciety's library during . . . 1922. London. 
Geological Soc. 1923. 136p. 
Thousands of items arranged by author. 
most1 published in 'the last three ycnrs. 
1ncluXes the contents of journals and trans- 
actions. 
Geology. Bibliographies 
E. 13. Mathews. Catalogue of published 
bibliographies in geology. 1896-1920. 
Nat~onal Research Council Bull. Oct. 
1923 228p. 
3312 items arranged by subject with sepa- 
rate author index. 
Georgia. Geology 
H. S. Cave. Historical sketch of the Geo- 
logical Survey of Georgia. (Georg~a 
Geol. Survey Bull. 39) Atlanta. Foote 
& Davies Co. 1922. 154~. 
P. 86-142. 131171. of Georgia geology. 
624 references arranged by author with 
additional subject index. 
Glass. Gases in 
J. E. Harris and E. E. Schumacher. 
Measurements on the gases evolved 
from glasses of known chemical com- 
position. I n  Ind. and Engng. Chem. 
1923. V. Is, p. 174-7. 
P. 177. Bibl. 
39 references, many of them In German. 
Glues. Fish 
R. H. Bogue. The chemistry and tech- 
nology of elatin and glue. New York. 
~ c ~ r a w - A l l .  1922. 6 4 ~  
P. 366-6. A select bibl. on Ash gluea. 
About 26 references 
Gold. Arizona placers 
M. A. Allen. Arizona gold placers. Tus- 
can, Arizona. University of Arizona, 
Arizona Bureau of Mmes. (Univ, of 
Arizona Bull 118.) 1922. 24p. 
P. 23-4. Bib1 
20 references: 
Gold in South Bohemia 
J. V. Zelizko. Der gegenwirtige Stand 
des Goldbergbaues in Bohmen. I n  
Bdel-Erden u. Erze. 1922. v. 3, p. 121-5. 
P. 126. Bibl. for South Bohemla. 
32 references. 
Granite. Economic geology 
T. Nclson Dale. The commercial granites 
of New England. U. S. .Geological Sur- 
v g  Bull. I 23. No. 738. 488p. 
464-7. &I. of economic geology of 
granite. 
About 80 references. 
Graphite 
Great Britain. Imperial Mineral Re- 
sources Bureau. The  mineral industry 
of the British En~p i rc  and foreign coun- 
tries. (War  pcriod.) Graphite. London. 
H.M. Stationery Office. 1923. 57p. 
P. 64-7. Bibl. - 
About 80 classifled referencea. 
Greenland. Geology 
Lange Koch Some new features in the 
hysiography and geology of Green- 
rand. I n  J1. of Geology. 1923. v. 31, 
p. 42-6 - 
P, 64-% 13ibl. 
23 sclec'ted references. 
Gypsum 
Great Britain. Imperial Mineral  resource^ 
Bureau. The mincral industry of the 
British Empire and foreign countries. 
(Wa? period). Gypsum. London. H.M. 
Sta t~onery  Ofice. 1923. SIP. 
P. 27-31. Bibl. 
About 100 classifled reforcnces. 
Hardness testing 
Bibliography of hardness testing. Ilr 
Am. Soc. for Steel Treating. Trans. 
v' $bop' 3 Z S h e s  with descriptive Al10uL 
notes arranged chronologicnlly beglntring 
With 1901. 
Hearing 
Harvey Fletcher. Physical measure- 
ments of audition and their bearing on 
the theory of hearing. In Franklin In- 
stitute. J1. 192 . v. 196, p. 289-326. 
P. 323-6. Bib?. 
93 references classifled. 
Helium 
Bibliography of scientific literature re- 
lating to helium. U.S. Bureau of 
Standards Circular. 1923. No. 81. 32p. 
Many hundreds of references, in many 
languages, arranged by classes. 
Highways 
Geo. R. Chatburn. Highways and high- 
way transportation. New York. T. Y. 
Crowell. 1923. 4 7 2 ~ .  
Each of the thlrteen chapters hae a list 
of selected references, usually of 26 to 60 
items. 
House heating by gas 
Bibliography. I n  Gas Age-Record, 1923. 
v. 51, P 562, 564. 
About 70 references. 
Illumination 
Effect of color of walls and ceilings on 
resultant illumination. Bibl. In Am. 
Inst. of Architects. J I ,  1923. v. 11, p. 130. 
12 references. 
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India. Geology 
List of papers dealing with Indian geol- 
ogy and minerals published during 1921. 
I I I  India Geological Survey Records. 
1922. v 54 pt. I ,  p. 61-7. 
 bout' 70 'reteret~ccs arranged by author Same for 1932 I n  Incl~:~. Grolog~c:tl Sur -  
vey Records. 1923. v. 65 pt. 1, p. 43-51. About 100 references arranged by author. 
Indiana. Geology 
Indiana. Dept. of conservation. Division 
of Geology. Handbook of Indiana geol- 
o y. Ind~ana olis. 1922. 1 1 2 0 ~ .  5. 401-2. ~ f b l  Indiana hydrology. 
P. 534-70. Induma stratigri~phy and nnle- 
ontology. Many hundreds of refercnccs. 
lJ 604 UIM, Iiaolln. 
P. 797-8. B~bl. 011 and gas. 
P. 1057-8 Bibl. Gconomic geology. 
P. 1063. Bibl. Oil shale 
Industrial engineering 
P. M. Atltins. -4 selected bibliography 
of industrial engineering and  account- 
mg. In Industrial Management, 1923. 
177-8. 
Vk?Sr'e~;*ences, all books, in Engllsh. 
Iron alloys 
W. L. Cheney. Preparation and  prop- 
erties of pure iron alloys. 11. Magnetic 
propcrties of iron-carbon alloys a s  af- 
fected by heat treatment and  carbon 
content. U S Bureau of Standards 
Scientific Papcr. 1923. No. 463. 
P. 635. Blbl 
60 references. 
Iron. Malleable cast iron 
Bibliography. Itz British Cast  I r on  Re- 
search Assoc. Bull. 1923. NO. I ,  p. 10-14. 
About 130 references nrranged chrono- loglcnlly. 
Iron and steel 
E. H. McClelland. Review of iron and 
steel literature for 1922. It1 Blast Fur- 
nace and Steel Plant. IWR. V. 11. D.  7-11, 
About 126 Items. The -a& I s  tb 'list all 
separately publisl~ed works on the subject for 1922 This Is the Gth annual review. 
Iron and Steel. Strength 
W. Oertel. Festigkeitseigenschaften von 
Eisen und Stahl in der KaIte und 
Warme. In Stahl und Eisen. 1933. v. 43, 
Pa 1395-1404 
P 1 4 0 3 4 .  Blbl. 
64 references. 
Irrigation projects. United States  
J. M. Gaylord and J. L Savage. High- 
pressure reservoir outlets. A report  on 
Bureau of Reclamation installations, 
~Washmgton Gov. Printing Office. 1923. 
I79P. 
P.- 143-75. Blbl. Hundreds of references to articles and  hooks describing the reservoirs and Irriga- 
tion systems built by the U.S government. 
Job analysis 
E. K Strong and R. S. Ul~rbrock .  Job 
analysis and the curriculum. Baltimore. 
Williams & Wilkins Co. 1923. 146p. 
P. 140-6. Bibl 
100 references, mostly to American pub- llcatlons 
Lighting and  photornetrSr 
J. W. T. Walsh. T h e  e l e l n c i l t a r ~  prin- 
c~ples of lighting a n d  p h o t o ' n c t r ~ .  N e w  
York. E. P. Dutton 8r Co. I922. 220p. 
P. 197-211. Blbl. About 200 references selected a n d  classi- fled. 
Lighting of public bui ldings 
Bibliography. I n  Am. Tnsl. of A r c h i t e c t s .  
1923. v. 11, p. 128-9. 
'kbout 30 references 011 tho klltinp of 
museums and libraries. 
About 40 references on church l k h ~ i n ~ .  
Liquid air 
S. P. Howell, and o t h e r s .  P r o g r e s s  of 
invcstigations on l iqu id-oxygen  ex- 
plosives. U. S. Bureau  o f  hflncs, T e c h -  
nical Paper. 192 . hTo. 29 . 91 . 
P. 81-5. SelecteJ bibl. on air. 
  bout 100 references includlnp l m n o r t a n t  patents. 
Lubricating o i l t i t e s t i ng  
W. H. Herschel. T e s t i n g  the quality of 
lubricating oils I?a Engrs.  Soc. o f  
Western Penn. P roceed ,  1913, v. 38, 
p ~ 5 % % ,  
23 selected references. 
Lumber industry 
N. C. Brown. The  Amer i can  l u m b e r  in- 
dustry. New York. J. W h '  & S o n s .  
1 ~ 3 ' ~ ~ & % :  List of publicallons on log- ging: n~anulacture, a n d  dlstrih~ltion of lutnher 
About 80  classifled references. 
Luminescence 
Ernest Merritt and o thers .  S e l e c t e d  
topics in the field of l uminescence .  
National. Research Council  Bull. Mar. 
1923 126 
P. i s -1281 '  Blbl. by J. A. Becker. 
1329 references covering 1006-1,822. The flrst 46 references nro t o  books, the re- 
mamder are to jonrnals nnd nre Rronped hy years and alphabetically by authors withln  
each year. 
Magnesian cements 
G. H. West  and others. B i b l i o g r a p h y  of 
magneslan cements. U. S. B u r e a u  o f  
Mines, Reports of Inves t iga t ions .  1923. 
No. 2 - 3 4  mimeo. 17p. 
2 1 1  chsslflecl references. 
Magnesium 
A handbook of information relat ing to the 
use of magnesium a n d  m a g n e s i u m  
alloys. . . Nlagara Falls, N. Y. Ameri- 
can Magnesium Corporat ion.  1923. I 7 7 P .  
P. 167-70. Bibl. About 100  references. 
Magnetic measurements 
Bibliography. I I ~  Dict ionary  of  a p p l i e d  
physics edited by S i r  Richard Glaze- 
brook. London. Macmil lan a n d  CO. 
I 22 23 
5 p. 63-9 Bibl. % - 5". 
~ b o h  380 cl&sifled references. 
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky  
W. R. Jlllson. A bibliography of the 
Matnmoth Cave of Kentucky .  In K e n -  
tucky Geological Survey .  1923, S e r i e s  6, 
v. 10. The geology of the P r i n c e t o l l  
quadrangle. p. 149-56. 
96 titles. 
Manganese ore 
H. D. Miser. Deposits of manganese ore  
in the Batesville District, Arkansas. 
U. S. Geolonical Survey Bull. 1922, NO. 
- 
734. 273P.,,bl. 
P. 8-G. 
51 referances with descriptive notes. 
Manganese silver ores 
G. H. Clevenger and A. Corne~o.  Ab- 
stracts from the literature o n  treatment 
of manganese silver bres. U. S. Bureau 
of Mines, Reports of Investigations. 
1923. NO. 2458. mimeo. 14p. 
37 long abstracts. 
Measuring instruments 
A. Gramberg. Technische Messungetl 
bei Maschinenuntersuchungen und zur 
Betriebskontrolle. 5th ed. Berlin. J. 
ringer 192 565~;  %. 6 4 8 - ~ b ,  B&l. 
About 300 classified references, largely in German. 
Mercury compounds, Organic 
F. C: Whitmore. Recent development in 
the chemistry of organic mercury com- 
pounds. In Ind. and Engng. Chem. 
I 23 V I5 P. 417-19, i! 419: ~ i b l .  
3i references. 
Mercury ores 
Edward Halse. Mercury ores. London. 
J. Murray. (Imperial Institute. Mono- 
graphs on mineral resources with spe- 
cial reference to the British Empire.) 
I923 I01 
P. i3-10t Bibl. 
137 references arrunged by country. 
Metals. Crystallisation 
N. T. Belaiew. Crystallisation of metals. 
London. Univ. of London Press. 
1923(?). I43P. About 100 references, classifled and found 
a t  the ends of Lhe chapters. 
Metals. Hardness 
H.' O'Neill. The  variation of Brine11 
hardness number with testing load. In 
Iron and Steel Inst. J1. Preprint.  An- 
nual Meeting, May 1923. 
P. 27-8. Bibl. 
28 references. 
Metals. Recryetallisation of non-ferrous 
E. 0. Courtman. Recrystallisation. I n  
British Non-Ferrous Metals Research 
Assoc. Bull. Ja. 1923. NO. 8, p. 6-15. 
P. 12-15. Blbl. 
73 references. 
M k a  
D. B. Sterrett. Mica deposits of the 
United States. U. S. Geological Survey 
Bull ..-. 
P. - ". 1.w.. 
67 references. 
U. S. Geological Survey. Mica in 1922. 
Mlneral Resources of the United States. 
1022. Pt. 11. p. 153-64. 
P. 162-4. B!bl. 
A generul list on mica About 76 ref- 
erences. 
Molecules 
K. F. Herzfeld. Bericht iiber die Grijsse 
der Molekiile, Atome und Ionen und  die 
Methoden zu ihrer Bestimmung. In  
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(TO be concluded in March issue.) 
Jahrbuch der  'Radioktivitat und Elek- 
tronik. 1923. v. 19, p. 259-334. 
P. 260-6. Bibl. 
153 references. 
Molybdenum1 
Great Britain. Imperial Mineral Re- 
sources Bureau. T h e  mineral industry 
of the  British Empire and foreign coun- 
tries (War  period) Molybdenum. Lon- 
don. 13. M. Stationery Office, 1923. 87p. 
P. 80-7. Bibl. About 120 references on mining and met- 
allurgy of molybdenum. 
Nickel o res  
W. G. Rumbold. Nickel ores. London. 
J. Murray. (Imperial Institute. Mono- 
graphs on mineial resources with spe- 
cial rcference to the British Empire.) 
I 23 81 I 
?? +5-*!: Bibl. 
9 i  references arranged by country. 
Odors 
J. R. Earp. Odors-their sanitary sig- 
nificance and their elimination, In Am. 
of Pub. Heal th.  1923. v. 13, p. 283-93. 
'b. 292-3. Bibl. 
34 references. mostly very recent. 
Oil pumping 
G. W.  E. Gibson. Some  practical notes 
on  oil pumping. I n  Inst.  of Petroleum 
Technologists. J1. 1923. v. 9, p. 77-100. 
P. 88-0. Bibl. About 35 references, many in forelgn lan- 
guages. 
Oil shale 
Oil shale bibliography for  1922. In The  
Railroad Red Book. 1923, v. 40, p. 23- 
3 ~ b o ~ t  200 references. 
Oi l  shale 
D. E. Winchester. Oil shale of the Rocky 
Mountain region. U. S. Geological Sur- 
-glb-l: -. , -z. --Ts-. 
dreds of references arranged 
vF Bull. 1nz2 Nn 92a zoan. 
143-202. Many 11un 
alphabetically by author. The bib110 raphy begins with this sentence: "The fofowln list includes practically all the importan? 
reppsz ,pn 011 shale published up to March 
I ,  L3iiil.C 
Oil  shale. Chemistry 
R. H. McKee and R. T. Goodwin, A 
chemical examination of the organic 
matter in oil shales. Colorado School 
of Mines Quarterly. Ja. 1923. SUP. A. 
.- 
4g' 40-1. Blbl. 
61 references on the chemlstry of oil 
shales. 
O r e  dressing and coal washing 
R . , P .  Richards and C. E. Locke. Progress 
in ore  dressing and  coal washing in 
1922. 1n Mineral Ind. 1923. V. 31, p. 746- 
801. 
P. 798-801. Bibl. About 226 classifled references, mostly for 
1922. 
Oregon, Geology. John Day Region 
W. R. Jillson. A bibliography of the 
geology and  paleontology of the John 
Day region, Oregon. Frankfort,  Ky. 
T h e  Author. 1923. I p. 
102 titles, arranged %y author, complete 
to 1917. 
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More Information Booth Work 
Being the substance of a le t te~  from Mrs. J'essie Woodford Lyman, 
of the Chicago Public Library, to Miss Rankin 
Your article "The Infornlation Booth at 
New York Silver Jubilee," interested me 
greatly for it brought s'o vividly to mind our 
experiences at the Patriotic Food Show, held 
at the Coliseum, December 1g17-January 1918 
and at the All American Exposition in Sep- 
tember 1919. 
At the Patriotic Food Show, the Illinois 
Food Admmistralion, through its L~b ra ry  Pub- 
licity Committec with the co-operation of the 
United States Food Administration, thc Chi- 
cago Library Club and the Chicago Public 
Library installed a library booth, and to dem- 
onstrate the practical usefulness of a library 
~ncluded an information section w h ~ c h  throt~gh 
its eficieiit working, on tlie third clay of its 
existence becamc thc ofic~al i~llornlation booth 
of thc show, upon thc requcst o l  the director, 
and took over the work or thc booth ereclecl 
by the exposition oficers transferring it to 
the library booth. At the "All American Ex- 
postion" owing to the success mentioned 
above, originnl plans callctl for a similar ser- 
vice in the Lihrary Sect~on. T h c  Chicago 
Public Liblary was the responsible party in 
this instance and asked tlie co-opcration of 
the other large libraries 01 the city. 
,4t the Food Show thc information booth 
contained a card file of all exhibitors, ex- 
h~bits, and subjects of cxhibits with card bul- 
letins of daily events, bulletin boards contain- 
ing programs, prcss notices of coming and past 
events and gcneral information. Typewriter 
service was always available with volunteer 
operators. Reference books, directories, city 
guides, dictionary, document files 011 subjects 
of food show, etc. were shelvcd for  reference 
use, additional material and information were 
supplied at call from the Public Library or 
other large libraries. Two people were al- 
ways on duty from g A.M. to 10 P.M. and 
usually four or five from various libraries. 
Regular reference work and information bu- 
reau work were combined and so successful 
had been the experiment that the booth re- 
ceived a personal word of appreciation and 
thanks from the director of the Food Show. 
This expcrimcnt showed the opportunity, 
and when it was again presented, the short- 
comings and needs of thc first werc kept in 
m i i d  and corrected as far as possible. At 
the All Amencan Exposition, in addition to 
the card indcx of exhibitors. booths. sub- 
jects contained, meetings, organizations, and 
events, a telephone was installed, additional 
reference books were on file, but the general 
pian was the samc and attendants from all 
libraries werc undcr the general supervision 
of three heads one of whom was alwavs on 
duty. Having the various libraries repre- 
sented kept up the spirit and added breadth 
ancl zest to the work. Azain succcss of a 
- 
high order crowned our efforts. 
I bclieve with you, ancl very strongly and 
earnestly, Lhat in exposit~ons, fans, conven- 
tions and all similar gathermgs thc library 
has a great opportunity for advertising its 
usefnlncss to the community and especially 
so if it shows this through a prac~ical in- 
forination bureau in the sctting of a little 
library, g~\.ing opportunity for a bit of work 
with cl~ildren, rccreat~onal reading, rcsting, 
mcct~ngs for a limited number of persons. A 
typewriter is a valuable acldition lor  it not 
only writes notices, letters etc., but is ready 
for  demands from exhibilors and so adds to 
the spirit of co-operation which is the basis 
of a successful exposition. 
As  a member of the Illinois Food Admin- 
istration, Library Publicity Committee I hap- 
pened to be one of the active "pi-omotors" 
of the Food Show Library Booth, and had 
full charge of all plans for the booth a t  the 
All American Exposition. 
References to exhibits and library informa- 
tion service carried on in them, appear in:  
Library Journal, March, 1918. p. 180-1 
The Library's part in the 1st. food ex- 
hibit by 0. E. Norman. Picture opposite 
p. 176. 
U.S.-Food Administration. 
Food news notes for public libraries no. 
5. p 20-1. 
Library Journal, March, 1920. 
How a little booth helped a big movement. 
Special Libraries, October, 1923. 
Miss Rankin's article. 
EDITORIAL 
The association has a number of applicatio~ls for positions on file, showing 
that there is a real demand among its members for service of this nature. The 
trouble is that, without considerable more organization, we are not in a position 
to develop satisfactory service. What we should have is some organization to 
reach the employer and to keep a careful record of the applicants, with someone 
in charge who can select with discrimination in each case. Then, having the 
means at hand, the service should be widely advertised to the possible employer. 
Meanwhile the Boston S.L.A. has done a good deal locally and is in a position 
to help those interested in openings in its territory. Mr. Howard L. Stebbins, 
librarian of the Social Law Library. Court House, Boston 9, Mass., will be glad 
to give any information or assistance he can. 
One of our members writes: "I feel very hesitant in sending these for I do 
not like to have the other Federal Reserve Librarians feel that I am pushing our 
library into the foreground too much, when theirs are just as deserving of notice, 
or more SO." 
We amee with her entirely, but if others of our members do not let us know 
what theyware doing, it is hardly possible to keep those who do, out of the lime 
light, and we are certainly most grateful for all they will send us and will use 
ali of it we can. 
Trade Catalog Committee 
A study is now being made by a special collection of trade catalogs. Information re- 
committee of the Special Libraries Associa- garding this subject would be gratefully re- 
tion of the United States, pertaining to trade ceived by Lewis A. Armistead, Librarian, Bos- 
catalogs, and information is desircd as  to ton Elevated Railway, 31 St. James Avenue, 
what firms in this country keep historical Room 711, Boston 17, Mass. 
Technology Group 
The chairman sends circular letters from printed shects, but typewritten or  mimeo- 
time to time with the expectation of having graphed,-in other words, tentative, until the 
reports on sources of information on different experiment has been sufficiently tried out and 
subjects. He  hopes that these reports will the market promised for printed sheets. 
together form the beginning of a loose leaf If any members of the association would 
handbook for rcferencc workers. Such hand- like to join this group, the chairman would 
book need not at first be in form, or  on be glad to hear i rom them. 
Special Libraries 
LAURA R. GIBBS, Editor 
142 Berkeley Street 
Boston 17, Mass. 
Associate Editors 
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Associations 
A.L.A. Mid-Winter Meetings 
The usual meetings were held in Chicago 
from December 21 to Janua1.y 2. Saratoga 
Sprrngs was selectcd for  the I924 anma1 
meeting, the Grand Union HoLel to be head- 
quarters. 
Other decisions of the board included the 
vote to solicit funds among the A.L.A. mem- 
bership for the University of Louvain, which 
IS being restored as a war memorial Lo Bel- 
gium; and the instructions glven the Commit- 
tee on Salaries, Insurance and Retirement 
Annulties to inbestigate sche~nes of group in- 
surance, retirement allowances and pensions, 
w~ th  a v~ew to making recommendations for  
a general scheme for library use. 
Plans for a training school to be conducted 
at the American Library in Paris, under the 
supervision of MISS Sarah C. N. Bogle, re- 
ceived formal approval of the board, when 
it accepted a grant of $50,000 from the Ameri- 
can Committee for Work in Devastated 
France. 
Council 
One of the proposals which brought out 
animated discussion in thc Council meetings 
was that for a bill for a Bureau of Libraries, 
to be credted within the new Department of 
Education, should this department Ix estab- 
lished. The proposed bill was subn~itted for  
discusston by J. I. Wyer, chairman o l  the 
Committee on Federal and State Relations. It 
describes the function of the bureau as being 
the promotion of library progress through 
research, surveys, and publications relating to  
libraries of all kinds, and library conditions, 
problenls and opportunities, and the diffusion 
of such data in such a way as shall help 
toward a more efficient library system in the 
United States, co-operating in all this with 
the Library of Congrcss and with other li- 
brary and bibliographic agencies of the gov- 
ernment. Provision is made for  a Commis- 
sioner of Libraries with full power to initiate 
and carry on the work of the bureau, and 
appropriations are authorized. 
The council voted to endorse the Bureau of 
Libraries as a project for future legislation 
and that the matter be referred back to the 
committee with recommendation that it study 
the question of the proper articulation of the 
bureau with the department and refer back 
at some future time. 
During the discussion there was again 
brought forward the proposal initiated and 
fostercd by Miss Edith Guerrier of the Boston 
Public Library Tor the establishment of a Na- 
tional Llbrary Inforn~ation Service within the 
present Bureau of Education. This plan has 
rece~ved the endorsement of the American Li- 
brary Association more than once and was 
actually undertaken by the Bureau of Educa- 
tion for a short time, proving of real interest 
and value to librarians. When funds for its 
cont~nuance lapsed, the Boston Public Library, 
fo r  perhaps a year, carried on the work of 
circulating a Government News Bulletin with 
a current document service, thus demonstrating 
the value of such a service. Bills providing 
for  the establishment, with ample appropria- 
tions, of such a service have been before 
Congress ior years, and have made progress 
but have encountered obstacles. These bills 
have had the approval of the AL.A. I t  was 
stated at the recent meetings that the obstacles 
seem to have been overcome and the bills 
will probably come before the present session 
of Congress w ~ t h  a good chance of passage. 
When President Coolidge was Governor of 
Massachusetts he expressed his approval of 
the plan. 
A resolution recommending biennial instead 
of annual conlerences, with regional meetings 
on alternate years, was introduced. I t  was 
voted that the president appoint a spec~al 
committee to ascertain the sentiment of the 
association and to draw up the arguments for 
and against changing the Constitution to pro- 
vide for this. A show of hands of those 
present was: eighty-four for  biennial, four- 
teen for annual, and fourteen not vottng. 
A resolution was adopted approving the 
Classification Act of rgnj, but urging that the 
professional status of librarians be recognized 
in remuneration rates as well as in titles; 
that the dividing line between professional and 
sub-professional grades should be so drawn 
as not to exclude an undue proportion of 
trained library workers from full professional 
status; that certain persons be re-allocated 
to  appropriate professional and sub-profes- 
sional grades, that in, making allocations due 
weight should be given to specialized types 
of library work along reference, research and 
bibliographical lines and that the A.L.A., with- 
out committing itself on all points covered, 
commends the report of the Reclassification 
Committee of Government Libraries of the 
District of Columbia, as being the best in- 
formation available. The Executive Board was 
authorized to give the support of the A.L.A. 
to the District of Columbia Library Associa- 
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tion as  thesc inatters come before the com- 
mittees of Congress. 
A plan for  making libraries the principal 
agencies for  the distribution of educational 
motion pictures and centers of information 
about entertainment and industrial films con- 
ceived by Ben Howe of New York City was 
presented to the Council. The plan contem- 
plates the selecting and cataloging of all films 
mentioned above and the distribution to li- 
braries of this information on catalog cards, 
as well as the establishment by the A.L.A. 
of storage facilities, printing laboratortes and 
regional distributing centers. The  plan was 
referred to the Executive Board with power 
to appoint a committee if it sees fit. 
In  conncction with the recent appointment 
in one of the Middlc Western states, of a 
librarian, without previous experience or 
training, the Council was urged to authorize 
a committee o i  the A.L.A. to investigate ap- 
pointments of state librarians and library com- 
mission members for political reasons and 
regardless of professional qualifications, and 
it was so voted. 
The  discussion of library training which 
followed will be taken up in a paper which 
we hope to publish in our next number. 
A number of affiliated societics held their 
meetings a t  this time. 
Boston 
The Boston Association again offers a 
course open to its inembers and others in- 
terested a t  the rate of $8 for twelve lessobs. 
The teacher this year is Mrs. Ruth IM. Lane, 
Vail Librarian of the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology and secretary of the local as- 
sociation. Iiegistration is open now and it is 
hoped to settle upon a night which will be 
convenient for all who wish to take the 
course which is platmed to bcgin early in 
February. The general outline, subject to 
modification, is as follows : 
I .  Development of the special library. 
2. Material, its acquisition and arrange- 
ment. 
3-4. Classification, D.C. & L.C. 
5-7. Cataloging. 
8. Periodicals and government documents. 
9-10. Reference, general and special. 
11. Bibliography. 
12. Special problems, library values. 
Los  Angeles 
The January meeting was held in the Pig'n' 
Whistle with an informal dinner. Professor 
Albcrt W. Olmstead, director of extension for  
the University of Southern California, spoke 
on "Democracy-Historical and Hysterical." 
The regular business meeting followed 
Rcccnt mcn-hers of thc associalion include 
Miss Cora Hatch, who has charge of thc Munk 
Library of Arizona Literature in the South- 
west hluseum. TIic hluseum was iounded 
by Charles Lummis, former city librarian of 
Los hngelcs, and a group 01 philanthropists. 
Othcr new tnenlbers arc biiss Elizabeth H. 
Burroughs, librarian of thc Union Oil Com- 
pany, Wilmington; Miss Helen S. P a x y  and 
Miss Anncttc lleyrlard of the Cinema Research 
Bureau, and h h .  Lucie T. Edwards, librarian 
of the San Diego Xicdical Library. 
The  association's committee on a union list 
of serials, under Miss Blanche McKown, prin- 
cipal of thc periodical department oT the Pub- 
lic Library, is prcparing a comprchenslve list 
of serials in the larger libraries 01 Southern 
California. 
New York 
The New York Special Libraries Associa- 
tion held one of its most inkresting meetings 
on Tuesday, January 15, 1924, at the Chamber 
of Commerce oE the State of Ncw York. The 
special librarians realizcd the treat in store for 
then1 and one bundled and fifty accepted the 
cordial ~nvitation. W e  were received by Miss 
Loeber, the librarian, and Mr. Gwynn, the 
secretary, in the Grcat Hall of the Chamber. 
The spceches lollowing clinncr were by Mr. 
Frederick 13. Eclcer, vice-prcsidcnt of the 
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., and chair- 
Inan of the Exccutive Committee of the 
Chamber, who cxplained the atlvantages of 
the new Rfellon T a x  plan and Mr. Irving T. 
Bush, president of the Chamber. Mr. Bush 
spoke on conditions in Russia, cconotnic, po- 
litical and religious. His analysis of the 
causes for  failure of the Comn~unist Govern- 
ment, his sympathetic view of conditions, and 
his intel l i~ent  grasp of the entire situation in 
Russia gave us a picture !hat cannot be ob- 
tained f rom the reading of contradictory 
newspaper reports. 
A number of interesting announcements 
were made. Most important was that of the 
establishment of a national financial library. 
Philadelphia 
The January meeting of the Special Li- 
brarics Council of Philadelphia and Vicinity 
was held on Friday, the eleventh. 
The  meeting in the form of a round table, 
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led by Miss Louise Keller, was devoted to a 
discussion of the various points in the Pre- 
liminary Report of the S.L.A. Methods Com- 
mittee. 
I t  was agreed that the Council ought to 
assist to the utmost in the study of the find- 
ings of the Methods Committee, and to this 
end, the Council was authorized to form a s  
large a Iocal committee as possible to do in- 
tensive work along lines presented by the 
S.L.A. Committee. 
Pittsburgh 
The December meeting was a social one, and 
was held in the library of the Carnegie In- 
stitutc of Technology. Our president, Mrs. 
Wappat, was hostess. Miss Frances Kelley, 
the speaker of the evening, told of the Ameri- 
can Library in Paris, and of various other 
French libraries with which she is familiar. 
Following the talk, Miss Fawcett took the 
members to see her architectural library, which 
is a very interesting collection. A decidedly 
Christmas spirit pervaded the meeting due to 
the big open fire place, the candles and other 
decorations, and the illuminated Christmas 
tree. Refreshmetits were served. 
The meeting of January 17th was held in 
the library of the Bureau of aiines The  
progress on the annotated list of membership 
was called for, but Miss Stateler, in charge 
of this work, was not present. All com- 
mented on the importance of getting this out 
at once; Miss Callan of the Membership 
Committee, offered to help, as her mernber- 
ship work is held up until the list is ready. 
Miss Lynch of the Academy of Medicine 
stated that work on the union periodical list 
will be begun in February. 
Miss Macrum read a draft of a letter to 
be sent to a selected list of business con- 
cerns, explaining our associatioti and the bene- 
fit they will derive from membership. Free 
blocks of a shorter notice will be put in a 
number of local publications at once. 
The meeting adjourned to attend an open 
meeting of the Pittsburgh Division of the 
American Chemical Society which was being 
held in the same building, and which had a 
program of interest to special libraries. The 
head of the Department of Health of the city 
explained hls problems; the head of the Fil- 
tration Bureau discussed pure water and how 
to get it; the Food Inspection man gave amus- 
ing and instructive examples of food adultera- 
tion; the representative of the Bureau of 
Smoke prevention discussed his work, and an 
engineer representing a large engineering firm 
in town, discussed modern methods of sewage 
disposal. 
News from the Field 
The Republican County Committee of New 
York County on January I, established a po- 
litical research bureau, at 115 Nassau Street. 
The  general control is vested in a committee 
made up of Ogden L. Mills, Chairman; 
Charles D. Hilles, Treasurer; Mrs. Ogden M. 
Reid, Mrs John T. Pratt, Miss Sarah Schuy- 
ler Butler, Winthrop Aldrich, Samuel McCune 
Lindsay and Nathaniel A. Elsberg. 
The actual work will be in charge of T. 
David Zuckerman, a graduate of Columbia, 
and a specialist in political research work. 
The  bureau is to  be in no sense devoted to 
propaganda, its work being unbiased and non- 
partisan. Its duty will be to  investigate, to 
gather data and facts and to make available 
for  the use of the Republican Party its con- 
clusions on such investigations. 
The Newark, N.J., Chambcr of Commerce 
has established a bureau of research under 
the administration of John B. Blandford. 
The formal opening of the Providence Pub- 
lic Library Business Branch in the Chamber 
of Commerce, took place on Friday, January 
eleventh. 
The Western Statistical Association has been 
recently organized in Los Angeles, to provide 
a forum for statistical workers and research 
people in the Pacific Southwest. 
The California Bank and the Bank of Italy, 
both of Los Angeles, have organized libraries 
within the past few months. Margaret Mor- 
rison is librarian of the former and Estella 
A. Brooks of the latter. 
The Southwestern University in Los Angeles, 
moved into its new building in January. The 
new quarters provide ample facilities for the 
professional libraries of law, commerce and 
economics, as well as executive offices. 
With the re-opening of Hollywood's movie 
industry, the studio libraries again take on 
signs of increased activity. There are libraries 
at Thomas Ince, Universal Film, Hal Roach, 
Metro, and Lasky and Famous Players or- 
ganizations. 
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Suda L. Bane, ol thc American Relief Ad- 
ministration under Secretary Hoover, is soon 
to be transferred with her work to Stanford 
University. 
Margaret Ii. Bonnell, of the Federal Re- 
serve Bank Library, New York, has resigned 
to accept a position with the Metropolitan Life 
Insurance Library. 
Estella A. Brooks has been appointed li- 
brarian of the Bank of Italy in Los Angeles. 
Helen Carleton, Simmons 1914, has become 
librarian of the Borden Company, New York. 
Josephine 13. Carson, former librarian of the 
Pennsylvania Compensation Rating and In- 
spection Bureau, has accepted a position in 
the library of the Philadelphia Public Ledger. 
Edith R. Daly, librarian of the National 
Council of Workmen's Compensation Bureau, 
has resigncd to work wlth the Information 
Department of the Pennsylvania Hotel, New 
York. 
Ruth Delaney, Los Angeles 1923, has been 
appointed librarian of the General Petrolciim 
Company, Los Angeles. 
Grace B. Dixon is doing research and library 
work for the California Gas Research Coun- 
cil in Los Angeles. 
Charlotte Ford, Simmons 1918, has resigned 
her position with the Goldwyn Picture Cor- 
poration and is spcnding the winter in Cali- 
fornla. 
Cora Hatch, of thc Southwest Museun~, has 
reccntly joined the Southern California S.L.A. 
She has charge of: the Nunk Library of Ari- 
zona literature, in the Museum. 
Eleanor E. Hegeman, Pratt 1905, formerly 
of the Public Health Service in Washington, 
has become assistant librarian of the Engi- 
neering School of the Army. 
Sigrid C. Holt, N.Y.P.L. 1916-17, formerly 
with the National Health Library, has been 
appointed librarian of the National Board of 
the Young Women's Christian Association, 
New York. 
Mary J. Johnston, Carnegie Library School, 
1916, is now librarian of the Mellon National 
Bank, Pittsburgh. 
Gcnevicve Kclly, Los Angeles 1918, has re- 
signed her position in the Children's Bureau 
at  Washington to become librarian and re- 
search ass~stant in the Scripps Foundation for  
Research in Population Problems at  Miami 
University, Oxford, Ohio. 
Cora Love has becn appointed librarian of 
the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, Los 
Angeles. 
Guy E. Marlon, former president of the 
assoc~ation and now president of Lhe Southern 
California S.L.A., is preparing statistical and 
hislorical data on harbor facilities and export 
trends for the Los Angeles Chamber of Com- 
merce o i  which he is Research Director. 
Mary S, Marsh succeeds Mrs. Mary K. 
Black as l ibrar~an of the Allantic Refining 
Company, Philaclelphia. 
L. hi. Naynard recently resigned as man- 
agcr of the Econon~ic Rcsearch Department 
of the Citizen's National Dank to become as- 
sociated with the National City Bank of Los 
Angeles. 
Anna A. McDonald, i o r  fifteen years con- 
sulting librarian of the Pennsylvania Library 
Commission, has becn appointed state librarian 
o l  Pennsylvania. Miss McDonald, a Prat t  
graduate, has had twenty-seven years exper- 
icnce in library work. 
Margarct Morrison has been appointed li- 
brarian of the California Bank, Los Angeles. 
Ralph L. Power has given nearly fifty radio 
educational lecturcs during the past year f rorn 
the Los A ~ r g t ~ s s  Exntiliner station. The  talks 
included several on opportunities for  training 
ko become librarians, muyurn curators and 
teachers. 
Annette M. Reynaud, N.Y.P.L. 1914-15, has 
been appointed assistant scenario editor and 
research assistant, Thomas Ince Studios, Cul- 
ver City, California. 
David T. Zukerman, forn~erly of the Bu- 
reau of Municipal Research, is now director 
of the Political Research Bureau, New York. 
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Things in Print 
Federal Library Service Specifications 
~h~ District of Columbia Library Associa- 
tion has published a ninety-four-page pam- 
phlet entitled "Specifications for  Library Ser- 
,ice in the Federal Government" which de- 
scribes in detail the qualifications, duties, and 
of the great variety of library 
positions in the government. Publication was 
made possible through the co-operatibn of 
about seventy public libraries which placed 
advance orders for the report. 
The specifications were prepared a t  the re- 
quest of the chairman of the Fcderal Person- 
nel Classification Board to aid that body in 
the of librarians to the salary grades 
established by the Classification Act of 1923. 
The compilation was done by a special Gov- 
ernment Librarians lieclassification Commit- 
tee. This comrnlttee was responsible to  gov- 
ernment librarians as a group and its speci- 
fications were adopted by formal vote a t  a 
meeting held in November. The  report then 
received thc official sanction of the Exccutive 
Cornmitee of the D.C.L.A. 
The membership of the committee was as  
follo~vs : Miles 0. Price, Chainnal~, Claribel 
R galnett, Clara W. Herbert; Mary G. Lacy, 
Charles H. Hastings, Frederick W. Ashley, 
H. H. B. bl'cyer, George F. Bowerman, Helen 
C. Gilliman, Anne G. Cross, Alice C. Atwootl, 
and Ola M. Wyeth. 
The report contains : detailed specifications 
(with chart) for each type of position in the 
sub-professional and professional I~brary scr- 
vices; a general brief in support of the speci- 
fications and short sub-briefs covering par- 
ticular branches of library work;  a suggested 
plan for grading government librarians in ac- 
cordance with a scale of points; and a sum- 
mary of the educational qualifications and 
experience of one hundred and twcnty libra- 
rians in the government service. 
The report was printed in haste in order 
to have copics for the consideration of the 
American Library Association Mid-Wintcr 
meeting and this resulted in some typograph- 
ical errors. 
Copies, while they last, may be obtained 
from Miss Mary F. Carpenter, Library of the 
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Depart- 
ment of Agriculture, Washington, D.C., a t  
$1.00 per copy. 
The Library Jozcrllal for  January I, I924 
contains Miss Mudge's "Reference Books of 
1923." Like Miss Mudge's earlier contribu- 
tions, this is a comprehensive and ably pre- 
sented study of the outstanding reference 
books of the year. It will form the second 
supplement to the "New Guide to Reference 
Books!' 
"Convention Dates of National and Trade 
Associations; dates and places of meeting of 
conventions to be held . . . arranged alpha- 
betically and by months. Issued January I, 
1924, by the . . . Chamber of Commerce of 
the United States, Washington, D.C." A 
forty-four page pamphlet w ~ l l  prove invalu- 
able as an address list which is strictly up-to- 
date, for over five hundred associations. 
"A Survey of City and Regional Planning 
in the United States1' by Miss Theodora Kim- 
ball, of the Harvard School of Landscape 
Architecture. This comprehensive and well- 
written article in Landscape Arclzitecti~re for 
January 1924 has a list of Plan Reports 1922- 
I923 appended to. it. 
In the Mw~icipal Refcreme Library Notes 
published by the New York bfunicipal Ref- 
erence Library, there is each month a list of 
Ncw York City publications. This is not 
elsewhere available. I t  scrves admirably as 
a checklist for libraries intercstcd in civic 
affairs. 
The Il'ilson Buhtiir for January has as its 
leading article "A Vertical File in Every Li- 
brary" by Delia G. Ovitz and Zana K. 
RIiller which is worthy of a careful reading. 
I t  contains substantial argument for the filing 
of periodicals in vertical files instead of 
binding. 
The hlonthly Circular of New Publications 
of H.M. Stationery Office has a convenient 
thumb index at  the corner carrying the titles: 
"For the Statistician," "For the Scientist," 
"For the Trader" and "Misc~llaneous," which 
suggest a convenient up-to-date method of 
keeping track of current publications of the 
British Government. 
The Chicago Trust Company has issued a 
very attractive historical sketch of its bank, 
a small number of copies of which have been 
reserved for distribution to libraries. 
Incidents in its history have been used to 
illustrate the circumstances under which trust 
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company banking has attained its present 
popularity, especially the effects of expansion 
in corporate industry since 1900. 
The American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company issues each month a multigraphed 
list of additions to its library. There are 
some three pages classified under such head- 
ings as  "Public Utilities, L-ibor, Agricultural, 
Industrial and Commercial Activities," etc. 
"The Southern Bell Telephone Company's 
Library at  Atlanta, Ga." In  Busirwss f o r  
January (Burroughs Adding Machine CO., 
Detroit). 
The Company has a business library of sev- 
eral hundred books, "but nary a shelf to kcep 
them on. No bookcases are needed because 
the books are in constant circulatiori among 
employees in nine southern states." The li- 
brary had its beginning a dozen years ago 
under the direction of Kendall Weisiger, 
educalional director of the company. 
The Municipal Reference Library 01 Chi- 
cago has tabulated from the 1920 “Census of 
Occupations," iniormat~on bearing upon the 
number of librarians and librarians' assistants 
and attendants in the United States, and in 
cities of the United States having a popu- 
lation of three hundred thousand o r  more, 
according to number, sex, age, color or  racc, 
nativity and parentage. A copy of these tablcs 
is in the hands of your secretary who will 
gladly lend it to anyone interested. 
Those interested in book repairing will find 
Gaylord Brothers free pamphlet "SLretching 
the Library Dollar," o l  considerable value. 
The First Wisconsin National Bank has a 
special cdition of Hick's Aln~anac, to which 
Miss Reynolds has supplied half a dozen 
preliminary pages, a chronology of "Wiscon- 
sin Happenings in 1923." 
I n  Systcns for  January there is a brief 
notice of the Methods Committee report which 
calls attention to the fact that it is valuable 
to both librarian and executive. 
The  Aririnlist for January 7 has "Outstand- 
ing Business Books of 1923," by El. P. Pres- 
ton. 
Library Logic, edited by Forrest B. Spauld- 
ing. A monthly house magazine, newspaper 
slyle, published by Gaylord Bros. on the 
syndicate plan. Each number will consist of 
four pages, illustrated, and will contain news 
of general intercst concerning libraries and 
library work, for the busy man o r  woman 
who'~general1y fails to realize the importance 
of a library in e community. This promises, 
judging from the first number, to be of more 
interest to public than to special libraries. 
Pages 47-48 d e l e t e d ,  advertising. 
